
Absolute urgency needed now about electricity prices

STEPHEN MYATT
OPINION
THE extreme weather event
causing South Australia to
black out recently shifted at-
tention to security of supply –
but while reliability is a critical
issue, affordability is equally
important.

Australian Industry Group
has been on the record numer-
ous times about how power
prices continue to be a con-
straint on business growth and
confidence here in SA.

Governments continue to

talk about solutions, and a new
COAG inquiry will review how
best to maintain energy secur-
ity as the system goes through
massive change. But nothing
proposed so far will mitigate
big price hikes Ai Group mem-
bers and other businesses are
experiencing on the ground.

The State Government has
suggested more gas-fired gen-
eration could enter the market
and stabilise it if more busi-
nesses signed longer-term
electricity contracts. Yet SA is
challenged on energy afford-
ability, as well as security. 

Recent feedback from
member businesses that are
pursuing electricity contracts
is extremely worrying.

Companies who have ven-

few months report quotes con-
taining very steep increases in
power prices, ranging between
50 per cent and 120 per cent.

Most of these businesses see
themselves as having no op-
tion but to accept the increas-
es, which materially impact on
their competitiveness. Among
them are:

AN AUTOMOTIVE com-
ponent supplier facing a 60 per

cent increase in electricity costs.
A FOOD manufacturer

with a 50 per cent increase.

AN ELECTRICAL com-
ponent manufacturer with 100
per cent increase – while an as-
sociated site in Melbourne
signed a contract for a 4 per
cent rise.

A PLASTICS manufacturer
with an 80 per cent increase,
and a small engineering busi-
ness with 20 employers cop-
ping a 120 per cent increase.

Let’s be clear: these com-
panies shopped around for
these quotes, which reflect the
best they could get.

Alternatively, they could

abandon the contract market
altogether and try their luck in
the spot market, which is an
unpredictable alternative.

The now-closed Northern
Power Station in Port Augusta
was not just a generator but
also a competitor in a highly
concentrated market.

In our view, SA desperately
needs a new competitor that
can credibly ramp up when
other suppliers fall short and
impact affordability.

As a matter of urgency, we
also need rule changes and in-
vestments that will bring sta-
bility, reliability and cost-
effectiveness to our market.

Disturbingly, the energy
costs faced by some overseas-
owned manufacturers operat-

ing in SA are raising serious
questions at their head offices. 

They are now gathering
momentum and should ring
warning bells around the corri-
dors of power both in Adelaide
and Canberra. 

We do not have the luxury
of time to simply wait for the
outcomes of consultancy stud-
ies around future intercon-
nectors, incentives for gas
exploration and the glacial
processes of COAG. While
they all might eventually help,

they do nothing to assist com-
panies confronting massive
price increases right now.
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